WHATEVER ELSE CHILDREN HISTORICALLY have done as they grew up, most have spent some of their waking hours as workers. Although historians probably have always known this to be true, when they examined the topic of children at work they focused their interest on the efforts of those who wanted to control or prevent the most visibly-exploitive forms of child labour. Traditional accounts of child labour gave little attention to the place that work itself played in the life course of boys and girls in all social classes.
full-time at housekeeping and child care. As a Cedar Cottage woman pointed out, "our life was very ordered. Mom stayed at home, Dad went to work, and kids did 'kids' things.'" In both classes, "kids' things'* included attending school regularly. As early as the end of World War I, middle-class families commonly expected children to complete junior matriculation at least. "There was," reported one woman, "a Kerrisdale tradition of a lot of high school graduates [and] about a quarter going on to university." In the 1920s, working-class families generally expected their children to complete their "entrance" examinations. Then, as they approached school-leaving age, they and their parents began the search for a job. bath or as they played. As they got older, responsibilities increased proportionately. By the time they were 10 or 11 years old, guis often found themselves in full charge of younger brothers and sisters for long periods. As one woman, third in her family often children, lamented, "there were so many children, so much to do, and so little to do it with." 17 Elder children changed, bathed, dressed, fed and amused younger ones. One woman "had a younger sister who never walked. She died when she was seven .... I looked after her .... She was just like a baby." Another, whose single-parenting mother worked, "had to look after my younger brother" unassisted by an older brother. Girls took their charges outside and watched their play, and took them to parks and beaches. Caring for children outside the house sometimes could be a pleasant, even a social occasion. Thus a Kerrisdale woman reported that, "when I got older, I could take my brothers and sisters to the beach ... dial was really good because I didn't have to do chores if I took them." In large families, older sisters gradually were able to share out the duties with younger ones, but seldom escaped completely until they left home. While most girls who cared for their siblings must have resented their tasks, at least sometimes, most reported having done this duty matter-of-factly, and seem to have shared with sisters of earlier generations the notion that child care was a 'given' of female childhood.
The round of activities involved in family meals probably comprised the most frequent of "inside" chores. Girls set the table, prepared, or helped prepare, the food, washed and dried the dishes, emptied the water pan under the icebox, filled the stove's hot-water reservoir, fetched apples, potatoes, and other items from basement and root-cellar bins, and, for a time after World War II, worked colouring into margarine. Seasonally, girls also helped can fruit and vegetables, and make jams and pickles. A Kerrisdale woman reported that, following her after-school play-hour, she "would help her grandmother with the vegetables and set the table." A middle-class woman stated that as a preschool child she helped with the dishes. By the time she was in primary school, she "did the dishes without help" and later learned to cook. Another woman explained that her working mother "left supper ready, and I was expected to cook it."
Many girls probably shared the sentiments of one middle-class informant who reported that "I enjoyed cooking but hated housework.'' One can easily understand such distaste. Although Vancouver became cleaner over the years, even in 1960 it remained a fairly dirty city. Grime entered houses, borne by smoky, soot-laden air, dusty and dirty fuels, and family shoes and clothing. Only constant effort kept it at bay. Girls of both classes usually made their own beds, and sometimes those of other family members as well, and tidied and dusted rooms. Weekly chores tended to be more elaborate and time-consuming. A Kerrisdale woman explained that "Every Saturday was a whole house cleanup... vacuuming, dusting, windows." An east-side woman remarked that "While Mother ironed on Saturdays, it was my responsibility to scrub floors and bake bread. It was an all-day chore for a week's supply of eight to ten loaves." A working-class man recalls his father telling his sister that "I want the toilet and tub immaculate!'' Women's recollections of the heavy labours of wash day and its follow-up activities are especially vivid. A Cedar Cottage woman explained that "Washing was a big chore since we had no wash tubs. It involved three stages, a round tub on two chairs, an oval boiler, and 'blueing' in the sink." Then she "ironed it all with flat irons when I came home from school. I hated those things. They were always getting cold." Another worldng-classwonian reported that'*Many-a-time,rdcome home and do a tub full of laundry. You had no washing machine, you'd use a scrub board." A third reported that "I did the laundry, and I didn't have a washing machine. I had a scrub board," used with boiler and wooden plunger. And, finally, one Kerrisdale woman could remember no time when she "didn't help with die washing and ironing. Wash day was always Monday... [and was] a complicated and strenuous procedure" employing a wooden tub, a hand-wringer, and big copper tins for blueing and rinsing. "It was nothing," she concluded, "to iron twenty-four shirts on a Monday night" Gradually, electric washing machines and irons took over some of these tasks and reduced the drudgery of others. However, until the invention of the modern washer, washing involved using a hand-turned or electric wringer after each of the three stages.
Prior to the widespread use of refrigerators and automobiles, shopping for groceries and other household needs was a frequent and time-consuming affair. Families could buy some usually more-expensive goods from pedlars, and those with telephones could order groceries for home delivery. Nonetheless, and in order to ensure that limited finances went as far as possible, most families found it expedient to undertake daily or alternate-day shopping expeditions. Mothers who worked full-time in their households undertook this task, travelling on foot and often pushing a baby buggy or pulling a wagon. Preschool children accompanied them, and found themselves carrying parcels, watching siblings, and helping in other ways. "I can remember," a woman recalled, "walking into Kerrisdale when I was six and helping her bring home groceries." Parents also called on school-aged children to assist with shopping. Many found themselves sent out after school to pick up items that had not been procured on the main shopping expedition. Girls in large families, or whose mothers worked outside the home or were ill, found themselves at surprisingly-early ages conducting most or all of the shopping. One woman recalled: "I did the shopping every day, and would buy die meat for supper." Such girls set out regularly with baby buggy, wagon, sled or bicycle, in which they stowed their purchases and, sometimes, a younger sibling or two. "I had a wagon," explained one woman, "and my brother was only little, but I can remember taking him by die hand, and... we used to go down to the ice place and get your block of ice and bring it bome," Another vividly recalled "one trip when the bag broke and all the cans went rolling down the street" A few mothers were able to employ "girls" to assist with the housework, while others called upon sons to help.
19 A Kerrisdale woman explained, for example, that "I don't know whether I was asked to do it, or whether I just liked to wipe the dishes for the maid We'd talk." Customarily, mothers employed their sons only if they had no daughters available and not always even then. As the youngest son in a family of three boys noted: "We didn't do that much in the kitchen, I must say. I think Scottish mothers generally spoiled their sons, anyway." 20 Nonetheless, a few informants from backgrounds in both social classes reported that as boys they had helped around the house. One from a Cedar Cottage family of three sons reported that "each week one of us would be doing dishes." Another explained that, "After school I'd start the fire, boil potatoes, and prepare ahead of time anything that needed to be done for dinner." A middle-class woman said that she and her brother "took turns getting up ... getting Daddy's breakfast, our own, and [their ailing] Mother's on a tray.... [They also] took turns setting the table, clearing the table and washing and drying dishes." Some fetched groceries and even did a certain amount of shopping. "My grandmother was very fussy, she sent me to the butcher shop on Broadway and would tell me to order two steaks, the butcher was to trim off the fat, and then he was to grind them into hamburger for grandfather's favourite shepherd's pie," reported a working-class Vancouver man. "On Saturday morning," said a Halifax man, "I would take my cart and list of groceries, pick diem up, and bring them home [which was] a fair distance." A few cared for younger siblings. The son of a deeply-disturbed mother not only learned early to fend for himself, but also "carefully protected his younger sister as best he could.
The fact that some boys did housework and shopped should not, however, mask real differences between the sexes. First, and despite some contrary examples, most boys did little or no work in the traditionally female sphere. Second, when parents did call on sons to do housework, they usually did not expect the same standard of performance required of daughters. Third, housework contributed to the different "gender identities" of each sex. Since parents and sons alike looked on boys' housework merely as a chore, boys saw it as but a temporary phenomenon "in 1938, a survey of 1135 self-supporting Canadian families of "British origin,'' with husband and wife present and with one or more children, showed that less than three percent had "regular domestic help". Of those with the highest incomes, only 6.S percent of homeowners and 13. in their lives. Parents and daughters, on the other hand, looked on girls' housework both as chore and much more. For them, housework formed an essential part of their daughters' practical education which, in turn, played a major role in introducing them into the culture of women. In other words, both girls and boys learned in one patriarchal system how they would be expected to behave in another.
Custom assigned to men and boys all the tasks involved in heating and maintaining the house, and looking after the grounds and gardea Although some of these tasks could be very time-consuming, they generally were less so than the constant round of indoor duties. In families which had no daughters, or which had an age-appropriate range of both boys and girls, boys did assume the major responsibility in these areas. In families of both classes, however, parents generally asked daughters and sons alike to help with the "outside'' chores. Thus, "inside*' chores belonged to girls, but "outside" ones to all the children.
The host of activities clustered around providing heat for warmth and cooking were the most important and time-consuming of "outside'' chores. In Vancouver, until after World War II, most stoves, hot water heaters, space heaters and furnaces burned wood, wood and coal, coke, or sawdust (Table 1) Middle-class and working-class Vancouverites alike lived in uninsulated, wood-frame houses. Space heaters warmed houses that had no basements; hot air furnaces heated those which had partial or full basements. People recall that they "didn't have a furnace, only a pot-bellied stove in the only warm room in the house," and remember "huddling around the stove," especially in the morning. Since wood and sawdust were much cheaper than coal, the latter was used sparingly. During the 1930s, some middleclass families installed coal stokers or oil stoves, space heaters, or furnaces, but none of these expedients were common until after World War JJ. Except for those families who foraged for their coke or coal, most fuel-related chores undertaken by children involved wood in a variety of forms.
In late spring or early summer, families who could afford to began to organize their wood supply for the following winter. Many Vancouver sawmills sold "slabs," "edgings," "inside fir," and other byproducts of the milling process, along with the trimmed ends of kiln-dried lumber (known colloquially as "kindling wood"). Kindling wood and dry inside fir were luxury items that most often found their way into middle-class rather than working-class basements and woodsheds. Wood was sold by the cord, in wagon-or truck-loads. Vancouverites recall that "East Indian people would come around selling wood. We bought it by the cord," that "Father bought seven or eight cords of wood in the summer," and that "It took six double cords to heat our house in die winter." If there was a lane, drivers dumped the wood behind the house, otherwise in front. Since such loads blocked lanes, sidewalks, and roads, neighbours expected householders to move the wood out of the way promptly. As a matter of course, both boys and girls helped move the wood and many soon found themselves with the primary responsibility for it Families shifted kindling and other dry wood directly to a covered space, generally in the basement or a wood shed. Children meanwhile identified and salvaged bits that might make good blocks to play with or serve in the construction of forts. Since the wood was dry, light, and had considerable recreation potential, few children strongly objected to moving it Only a day or two out of the Fraser River or False Creek, loads of fir "edgings" and "slabs" arrived soaking wet. Sawdust adhered to each piece. In most families, children and parents neatly stacked this wood to dry. By the time a family had put away a full winter's supply, tidy piles of drying wood traced their way along back and side fences, the outside walls of woodsheds, garages, and the house itself. Parents insisted the wood not actually touch fences or walls, demanding that wood-piles be stacked carefully enough to be free-standing. Most children found this work "tedious." There "were splinters in it" If one had gloves, they soon became soaking wet One man concluded: 'It was a good thing to get out of but there was no getting out of it."
For those families who could not afford a full year's supply of wood or who lacked storage space, procuring wood for fuel proved considerably more onerous. Small loads of wet wood arrived intermittently in the winter. Children stacked it as best as they could out of the weather. They frequently had to move it from yard to space under porches, onto porches, or even to make small piles to dry right inside the house, in hallways or under beds. It was common for such families to run out of dry wood, and both heating and cooking became very difficult tasks for parents and children.
Sawdust -a fuel used in British Columbia from the mid-1930s onwardinvolved a different set of initial chores. Fuel companies delivered wet sawdust in bulk, by the sack and, later, by blowing it through a flexible tube into basement sawdust bins. Since bulk-delivered sawdust cost less than sacked sawdust, many families bought their fuel in this form. And because bulk sawdust also blocked lanes and roads, got even wetter if rained upon, blew away if it dried out, and, in its large piles, constantly tempted local children as a place to play, parents insisted that the job be done as expeditiously as possible. A Cedar Cottage man reported: "They used to sell sawdust in bulk .... We used to organize [other youngsters] to help us move it into the basement" A middle-class Kerrisdale woman spoke for many children of both classes when she reported that she "hated bringing in the sawdust You used to get it in your fingers and I didn't like that" Tasks associated with the foraging for or delivery of fuel merely initiated year-round duties. First, as soon as wood had dried sufficiently, families cut as much of it as could be stored in woodshed or basement One man reported: "in summer time ... I cut a hell of a pile of wood." Another explained: "Me and my brother would split the wood and bring it into the basement to dry." Next children undertook the daily and weekly chores that accompanied its use. In most homes, the day began with lighting the kitchen stove. In many homes, children prepared for this task the night before. "You had to cut firewood,'' reported one man, "and you had to cut kindling for lighting the fire in the morning.'' Another explained: "I had to make sure that there was paper, kindling wood, and a scuttle of coal for the morning before I went to bed." In houses equipped with wood-or coal-burning ranges, the first person up-usually a parent but sometimes an older child-shook down the ashes, removed and emptied the ash receptacle (taking care not to spill ashes on the floor), laid in paper and kindling, and lit it with a wooden match. When lighting oil ranges, one had to adjust a dial carefully, or the kitchen would fill with pungent black smoke and the characteristic odour of stove oil. Kitchen sawdustburners required that the dry fuel be laid carefully on the paper, and not in such a way that the feed suddenly smothered the flames.
While one parent or child took care of the kitchen stove, another lighted the space heater or furnace. Again, one had to shake down ashes, and remove ashes and clinkers. The person undertaking this chore had to be especially careful because furnace clinkers and ashes often were warm or even hot Later, those whose chore it was carried the ashes to the yard or garbage can. If sawdust furnaces had been stoked and closed up carefully the evening before, one merely needed to shake down the ashes, open the damper and fill the hopper. Stoves, space heaters and furnaces needed regular tending. Children cut wood and kindling, and also filled woodboxes, coal scuttles, and sawdust storage boxes before leaving for school, as well as when they came home at lunch-time and after school, before and after supper, and before they went to bed. People vividly recall all phases of their routines. Thus, "on an average day," one boy would get up, "stoke the coal and wood furnace... [and] bring up three five-gallon pails [of sawdust] on each arm for the [kitchen stove]." Another "used to come home from school and bring the wood in and make kindling," and a third explained that "On Saturday, we'd go out and split wood. Then you'd take a wheelbarrow and wheel the wood into the basement ... woodbin. Every morning before school you'd take out an armful and put it in the woodbox behind the stove." Sawdust plagued its child attendants with special problems. It attracted cats looking for a dry lavatory. It could become infested with fleas. Since it was a dusty fuel, children cautiously moved it from storage bin to furnaces or to kitchen storage boxes and then to the stove. Sawdust stoves and furnaces had a tendency to "blow back" -especially when someone was adjusting the flow, clearing obstructions, or peering in to find out why it was not burning properly. Speaking for many, a middle-class woman reported "I was scared to death of it.... You had to put sawdust in the top and then you had to stand back and it would blow." Another woman reported that she "purposely'' never teamed to deal with the sawdust furnace, leaving it to her brother because "you only need to get one backfire in the sawdust burner and you've got soot absolutely everywhere... so just one of those and they never trusted me again -I hated that hopper."
Changing house-heating technology gradually reduced children's seasonal and daily fuel chores. (Table 1 .) Before World War U, these changes mostly affected middle-class children. After the war, they spread to working-class youngsters as well. Increased use of gas, oil, or electricity for cooking purposes sharply cut into the need for children to cut kindling and fill fuel boxes and buckets with wood and sawdust; it also reduced the amount of nagging that mothers had to do. As home-heating sources shifted from wood and coal to oil, gas, and electricity, the summer routines of moving, cutting, and piling wood began to disappear. By the late 1950s, only a minority of children would have understood the old saw about wood's ability to warm one twice.
Parents (especially working-class parents) called on their children to help with all phases of the family gardening and other agricultural activities. Until well after World War n, there were empty lots and even larger tracts of vacant land in most Vancouver neighbourhoods. Thus, on the East Side of Vancouver, and in South Vancouver both before and after it became part of the city, many working-class families conducted intensive agriculture on a substantial scale. Working-class families often raised chickens, pigeons, rabbits, turkeys, ducks and even cows. A Cedar Cottage family operated a small dairy, had two barns, and also had "chickens and ducks and a henhouse." A woman from the same district noted that "Dad had a chicken coop that took up the whole backyard'*; another explained that "our backyard was big, so we had a small chicken farm, and rabbits." Across town in Kerrisdale, even in the 1950s one working-class family "grew pretty much all of what we ate. We had turkeys once, geese and rabbits." Middle-class families, however, generally confined themselves to gardening, and rarely raised animals. One Kerrisdale salesman developed two lots; built a house on one, and on the other put in "a lovely garden with fruit trees and vegetables"; another Kerrisdale father "took up the whole of the back yard with his garden but the front yard was for us."
The lament uttered by a middle-class man-"I hated weeding,"-was echoed by his working-class counterpart who "never volunteered to work in the garden. I hated gardening." On the other hand, one working-class Halifax boy had a backyard garden-"my kingdom" -where he grew potatoes, carrots, and other vegetables ^By 1961, of Vancouver's 118,500 occupied dwellings, 106,000 were heated by furnaces, 10,500 by space heaten and the other 2000 in some other way. In the same year 10,000 of the dwellings were heated with coke or coal, 3500 by wood, 64,000 by "Hquid fuel" (fuel cil mostly), 36,500 by piped-in natural gas, and the remaining 4500 by some other means, such as sawdust or electricity. Canada During the late spring and summer, children found themselves hilling potatoes, killing insects, and endlessly weeding. In the words of one, "It was up to me to weed, hill the potatoes, do the watering, and things like that" Summer and fall brought the harvest both of the "free" crop of berries which grew abundantly in and around Vancouver, and of family-grown fruit and vegetables. Children would "go and get blueberries and huckleberries," would "pick blackberries in Foxy's field" or "cranberries at Bumaby Lake." One woman has "vivid memories of hay cutting, piling it and carting it to the barn," and a man recalls that "We used to dig up the potatoes and bring them home [from the allotment] sack by sack in a wagon." Animals involved chores all year round. One girl "fed the chickens before school [and] collected the eggs at night"; another "would pluck [the chickens] but wouldn 't watch them being killed."
Through activities that were often described as "scrounging," many workingclass children made an accepted, required, and sometimes essential contribution to family economies. And, although more-affluent neighbours might scorn those who indulged in these activities, recourse to such practice certainly was not confined to poor families. A woman from a working-class Cedar Cottage family, in which "father felt that respectability was very important," reported that when fir logs were unloaded from the train, "there'd be pieces of bark left behind [and] we'd go with sacks and take bark to bum in the stove." A man from a 'respectable' working-class Halifax family explained that on Saturdays, he would scour the lanes for wood, cut it into kindling, and sell it for five cents a bag.
'Scrounging' children probably made their most important contribution by providing or supplementing family fuel-supply. In cities and towns across the country, and especially where winters were colder than on the West Coast, and fuel was less plentiful and more expensive, families with limited means or storage space searched along lanes and around building sites for wooden packingcases and other scrap wood, and around the coal gas plant for partially-unburnt coal. People reported that the "boys went to the train tracks for coal all summer long. They would get enough for the winter." Such informants explain that "We'd torment firemen so they would throw coal at us," and "We used to bring old railway ties and cut them up for firewood." In and around Vancouver, driftwood from the Fraser River provided abundant fuel for families living near it, but people in Vancouver and Halifax generally tried to avoid driftwood from the ocean because of its harsh effect 27 According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the word "scrounge*' appeared in the years immediately after World War I. It seems likely that it was invented by the troops in that conflict, and quickly passed into civilian usage after the war. on stoves and chimneys. In Vancouver, some families cut cordwood from secondgrowth timber in the district's large tracts of "bush."
Children also scrounged for their families' animals and gardens. They cut grass on boulevards, vacant lots and in neighbours' yards to get feed for rabbits, cows, or horses. In Vancouver's East End in the 1920s, Elisa Martini Negrin and other children gathered hay from vacant lots, boulevards, and the Great Northern Railway "flats." She reported: "We would start at 6 o'clock in the morning and we'd go on until 8 or 9 at night, until it got dark.
Since no urban informants reported that their families or neighbours kept pigs, health authorities had probably succeeded in eliminating this traditional budget-supplement in Vancouver's suburban neighbourhoods. Although trucks gradually replaced horse-drawn drays in transporting large goods, until the 1950s horse-drawn carts carried milk and bread and collected junk on residential neighbourhood streets. Both middle-class and working-class parents valued the "droppings" of delivery-van horses for gardening purposes. Thus one child "had to go out with a shovel and get the manure." Many youngsters found this an embarrassing chore. It was difficult enough if one's mother sent one out at lunchtime or after school to pick up droppings left close by. It was far worse to be sent up and down the streets with one's wagon and shovel to search for them.
Children also disliked a form of scrounging that virtually cast them into the role of beggars or thieves. Parents sent their youngsters to ask the green-grocer for stale vegetables "for our rabbits," or to offer the baker a penny or two for stale loaves, or to the butcher for a bone "for our dog." Thus, explained one person, "We could get a bag of bones free for soup." In Vancouver, "Kids collected gleanings from ships at the docks-bananas and stuff. Some we sold, some we took home." In Halifax, men "unloading mackerel kept count by taking one fish out of each bucket Kids would steal their 'counts.'" At Hallowe'en in Lethbridge during the Depression, some children "came round to the doors with large sacks hoping not for candies, but for donations of food which they could take home to their families." In Vancouver in the 1950s, five children in a single-parent family on welfare "would steal from a local supermarket... [and] mother would just have to not acknowledge it at all."
Children also scrounged for (or, to use the term they began to employ towards the end of World War U, "liberated") other items abandoned or put out as garbage. They patrolled lanes, vacant lots and dumps for bottles (especially reusable ones), scrap metal, old car batteries (for lead), and any other items which they could sell. Some would "collect old medicine bottles, bring them home and wash them, and take them back to the druggist. You would get a dime for a dozen of them." Others "collected junk for a cent a pound. Brass, copper, and lead were worth more." Since junk dealers rarely asked about the source of such items, children involved in this sort of scrounging sometimes stole, rather than found, their wares.
Children whose parents owned small businesses or shops customarily put in long hours working in these establishments. Their unpaid, or virtually unpaid, labour often provided the margin that kept such enterprises afloat A Cedar Cottage man reported that from age six years, he "delivered bread every day [from his father's bakery] after school and on Saturdays.... I was given a dollar every week but was expected to use it to buy my clothes. I saved enough money to buy my own bike." Another baker's son reported: "I was the delivery boy, father baked, and mother worked up front." "Really,'* reported Tadao Wakabayashi, "we had no time to play, because Dad was in business and any spare moments we had to work. And after we finished work, then we sat down and tried to do our homework, two 30 homeworks, the Japanese and the English." A Cedar Cottage woman whose mother had a small grocery "had to deliver groceries after school.... In those little stores, you're there all the time. And so us kids learned to do all the housework and cook and everything else before we were knee-high to a grasshopper." A west-side woman reported that after her father, a banker, died, her mother opened a nursing home where, as well as attending school, she "helped with the cooking, washing, ironing, and supper trays. At age 13 I was considered a full adult with adult responsibilities."
In addition to the relatively common chores discussed above, parents in both social classes set children to a great range of other tasks. If a job needed doing that was within their capabilities, girls and boys generally found themselves undertaking it. They swept or cleaned basements, especially around coal and sawdust bins. They took fathers' and boarders' lunches to workplaces. One real-estate developer's son helped his father clear land and build a house for their family. As automobiles became more plentiful, and especially after World War n, boys and girls washed them. Others helped in home decorating. One woman's father "wasn't much for keeping the house up, so I'd get the calcimine brush and paint around." One man's family "would get together and paint the inside of the house, room after room. That was drawn out and depressing." Some prepared the family's toilet paper from catalogues and other sources. Even after World War II, one man explained that "at Christmas we saved all the Japanese orange papers and I straightened [them] out." One father raised birds for a hobby, and his children "used to have to clean the cages and feed the birds." One boy regularly accompanied his father on fishing expeditions to places that could be reached by streetcar. They fished for a wide variety of fish -rock cod, tommy cod, lingcod, and sturgeon: "It all helped financially since Dad didn't work too much." During the Depression while his father was laid off, a Kerrisdale boy sold eggs, laid by his family's chickens, from door to doon "We not only lived on eggs, we sold them." Middle-class children of both sexes reported that they did a lot of lawnmowing and leaf-raking. A brother and sister "had to mow the lawn... rake leaves..." and "helped in the garden," and a man noted that "sometimes in the summer time when the grass was growing we'd and liter. Opening Doors, 96. cut the lawn." Postwar affluence gradually turned "taking out the garbage" into a real chore. Ever-proliferating forms of packaging, and the ever-thickening newspapers that were no longer needed to light stoves and furnaces, combined into enough waste-material to make wrapping and carrying out the daily garbage, and care of the area around garbage cans, into a regular chore, especially in middle-class homes.
A boy helping to mend fishing nets. (Vancouver City Archives)
As they grew older, many boys and girls of both social classes began to work at regular and irregular part-time jobs. Although they spent their earnings differently, young people of both classes found similar sorts of jobs, as baby-sitters, as delivery boys, as sales clerks, and in other forms of unskilled work. Boys, who usually had more time to devote to work outside the household, found a much wider range of opportunities to work, and considerably more jobs in total, than did their sisters. If by doing (or not doing) housework, boys began to develop notions of what they would not do as adults, their employed work reinforced what they had begun to learn through their outside chores about what men in a patriarchial society do. Thus, in going beyond the home to work for pay, boys could see themselves taking a major step on the road to becoming "breadwinners."
Many boys began work as delivery or errand boys as early as their eighth or ninth year. One man explained that he "worked from the time I was nine years old delivering groceries for a grocery store"; another noted that "from age eleven I always had a job." They delivered for grocery and produce stores, drugstores, and fish-and-chip shops; they distributed hand bills, and sold magazines door-to-door.
Employers tended to pay delivery boys on a piece-work basis, and occasionally in merchandise. Sometimes they paid after each job, but more often at the end of each week. Many boys in east-side Vancouver, for example, worked at one time for one of the small chain of Curry *s grocery stores. During the day, housewives shopped for, or telephoned in, their orders. If they paid in cash on delivery, they also told the clerk what money the delivery boy needed to bring to make change. Clerks packed the orders into boxes that fit into a bicycle carrier. Right after school, Curry's delivery boys rushed in to work; the first arrival took the box with the shortest distance to go, or the one bound for a customer who was known to tip. Later arrivals "sometimes... had to go a mile or more." Some older or bigger boys insisted that the preferred deliveries belonged to them by right, but usually the grocer enforced a first-come, first-pick rule. After collecting his "change," which usually contained at least one nickel or dime to encourage tipping, the boy rushed off with his box. If he was lucky, he might get in two more deliveries before all the boxes were gone, but most made only two deliveries each day. On Saturdays, deliveries proceeded throughout most of the day. When the day's rush was over, the grocer paid the boys at the per-delivery rate of ten cents. With the customary average of IS deliveries a week, a boy earned $1.50 to add to whatever he had already collected in tips. Thus one lad "made about two dollars per week... $1.50 for delivering groceries [for Curry's] and fifty cents for delivering hand bills."
In other shops, boys' jobs tended to include inside work as well as deliveries. In one hardware store, "the worst thing was unpacking china from barrels in which it had been packed in wood shavings and washing the shavings off in cold water." An 11 year-old who "had to go to work in a butcher shop," reported: "I tried to clean out chicken guts, which I didn't like and wasn't good at, so I made sausages instead." down and a dollar a week." Parents often made, or helped their sons make, mis capital purchase so that they could take such jobs. One father, employed as a longshoreman, bought his son "this bike; he wanted me to earn some money. " Since a bicycle could be used for recreation as well as work, girls often resented what they saw as parental favouritism. Thus one girl, "upset when my older brother got a bike when he became a delivery boy... [was] told I couldn't have one because I was not a delivery boy."
The market provided a hierarchy of jobs in magazine and newspaper sales and delivery. Young boys -and a few girls -began by selling Christmas cards or magazines, especially Liberty and The Saturday Evening Post, to friends, neighbours, and door-to-door. "During the Depression," reported one man, "I used to deliver Liberty.... You were lucky if you made two dollars a month." Most boys, however, wanted to become regular sellers or "carriers" for a daily newspaper. In the 1920s, some still sold papers in the traditional way. "When I was about nine years old," one man reported, "I had a corner where I sold the morning paper... I was mere at five every morning. The fog was terrible. The cold air went right through me." Since such boys were more likely to be late for school, or to slop school altogether, than those who had regular delivery routes, they were the particular targets of those trying to get children out of the street trades. By the end of the 1920s, school attendance regulations and attendance officers had reduced sharply the ranks of newsboys and other youthful street pedlars.
In these circumstances, newspapers adopted the "route" method of circulating their product In cities with more than one newspaper, most boys aspired to deliver the one with the largest circulation. Until the long, bitter battle between Vancouver Daily Province and the International Typographers Union began in 1946, this newspaper had the largest circulation, and Vancouver boys thus wanted Province routes. After The Vancouver Sun achieved dominance of the Vancouver market in die 1950s, it naturally became the most popular paper with delivery boys. As a morning paper over part of this period, the Vancouver News Herald provided both the advantages and disadvantages that came to boys who delivered morning papers anywhere in Canada. Those who so wished could deliver their papers before going to school, then take other part-time work after school, or participate in sports or other recreational activities. However, since the News Herald had the smallest circulation in the city, its routes covered fairly long distances. Herald carriers also had to rise early and do much of their work in the dark. As one reported, "to deliver the News Herald, I used to get up at 4:30 in die morning."
In Vancouver, the Sun and Province delivered their papers "to the local newspaper shack." Here, under the direction of a sub-manager-a former carrier who had done well on die job and was now a senior high-school student -boys picked up their "daily draw," and on Saturday "stuffed" diem with die weekly "funny papers" or other supplements, and headed out on their rounds. Boys who wanted routes turned up regularly at die shack, helped other boys, covered die routes of those who were ill or absent, and gradually worked themselves to die top of the waiting list Particularly during the Depression, some never made it there. Shacks often provided a rough initiation. As one victim explained, "they gave me a rough time ... and the shack manager wasn't much better... he would hit out at times... [and] was very loud-mouthed." A Chinese Canadian boy so suffered at the hands of companion paperboys that "he and another boy [went] early to the supply hut so that they avoid the bigger boys who intimidate them" and took their papers home to fold. Throughout these years, once paperboys acquired good routes, they tended to hold onto them until they left school.
Newspaper routes ranged in size from about forty papers to just over a hundred. One boy "got up at 4:00 a.m. and had forty papers to deliver", another "had about 80 to 90"; a third "delivered in apartments, with approximately 100 subscribers." Most boys had to show the sub-manager that they had a bicycle with a large metal carrying basket or carrier before they could get a delivery route. In fine weather, boys found their task a pleasant one, with opportunities to chat with friends and customers. When it rained or snowed, however, they "wrapped their papers in brown waxed paper" and worked through their routes as quickly as possible, often returning home soaked to the skin. 'shack' : New Westminster, 1933 . Newspaper companies did not actually employ their paperboys. Instead, they treated them as independent "businessmen'* who bought their newspapers wholesale and retailed them to subscribers. At the end of the circulation period, the companies presented a bill to each carrier which he had to pay within a few days. The carriers, in turn, collected subscription payments from their customers. The difference between what a boy owed and what he rightfully could collect con-' stituted his profit. Even in areas where most people had regular jobs, boys found it difficult to collect all that they were owed. One boy "delivered along a good route with well-to-do people but these people were hard to collect from." Boys had to call at some homes many times before they collected what was owed to them. If the subscriber went two or three months in arrears, or "skipped," the sub-manager, or even the district manager, was supposed to help collect the money, but not always to any effect. As one man lamented, "lots of people slapped out and the money came out of your pocket! Newspaper firms obliged their carriers to take part in formal and informal efforts to increase their circulation. District managers exorted them to keep a close watch for people moving into the neighbourhood and to call on mem right away. Newspapers gave out cash awards or prizes to carriers who secured a certain number of new subscriptions, and sometimes penalized those unable to do so. One carrier "was fired because the rule was mat paperboys had to get two new subscribers a month and [TJ failed to do so." Newspapers also conducted subscription campaigns in which all the carriers in a shack called on every non-subscribing home in a selected area. As one reported, "We had drives on Wednesday and Friday nights. I neglected my homework [but] won some campaigns.... I got a trip to Keats Island."
Carriers await their papers at a newspaper
Although most boys earned their money in delivery jobs, some searched out other forms of employment Snow provided an irregular but welcome source of income. When it fell in Vancouver and in other parts of Canada, many boys beaded out with shovels to earn money clearing sidewalks and driveways. After a big snow, one man reported, "I got up [but] nothing for breakfast was in the bouse so I went off without anything to eat.... As I was shoveling snow I got weak and passed out Another kid came along, brought me to, and finished shoveling for me. He wouldn't take any of the money." Some enterprising boys would even create work with the snow. One reported: "We would pile up snow at points where cars got stuck, and help dig them out and be tipped, and then put die snow back again." Some boys found work in bowling alleys as pin setters, on golf courses as caddies, and as part-time helpers on milk and bread wagons. In the late 1940s, a working-class boy "earned good money. I worked from 7:00 to 10:30 four nights a week [in a bowling alley] and earned between $60.00 and $70.00 a month!" During summer holidays, a few boys, most near school-leaving age, found full-time work in factories or canneries or on farms. In 1927, for example, the provincial labour department "found four boys, one in a boiler shop, two in a cold storage plant and one in a woodworking plant." 35 In 1928, the department permitted 17 children under age 15 years to work in canneries; in 1929, 24 children, and in 1930, 18 children. When he was nine years old, Sing Lim began to spend his summers working full-time on the farm run by one of his father's friends. "I was probably more a nuisance than a real help that first summer," he reported. "We worked from 6:30 in the morning to 7:30 at night every day except Sunday, when we finished at
Waiting for work at a public golf-course 'caddy shack ': Vancouver, April 1927. (Vancouver City Archives) Most girls who found part-time work were hired to tend other families' children. A surprising number began by working without pay, partly because they liked babies or young children (or felt they were expected to like babies and young children), and partly to gain experience. A Kerrisdale girl, for example, from age 8 onward, after completing her own chores, often helped the mother of three who 35 British Columbia, Department of Labour, Report, (1927 ), L64. ^Report, (1928 (1929 lived next door "When I got to be about 111 would bath them and take them out for a walk while their mother prepared supper." Anodier reported that before she started paid babysitting, she "had pushed babies out in their carriages for free." As such girls got older, they moved on to more-regular work as "child-minders" or "mothers' helpers," as they were customarily called until after World War n. In working-class neighbourhoods, families employed child-minders only out of absolute necessity, to enable mothers to go out to work, to shop, or to deal with sickness or some other family emergency. As one Cedar Cottage woman explained, "people didn't go out in that neighbourhood much"; another noted that "nobody had any money for babysitting; I never heard of babysitting" of the sort that came of parents going out for recreational purposes. One young worker tfiere made lunch for a little girl, and took anodier "for a walk for fifteen cents an hour."
Increasing prosperity after 1945 enabled more families in both classes to employ babysitters as a matter of choice rather man as a matter of necessity. The greater availability of this work also brought about the shift in terminology from "child-minding" to "babysitting". A Kerrisdale woman outlined the pattern of a babysitting career as it was towards the end of the 1950s. "I started about ten ... department claimed that child labour was "almost unknown" in British Columbia. 46 In 1931, among the children aged 14 and under in full-time work, 13 of the 32 boys were messengers, and 10 of the 16 girls were in service. As full-time child labour declined across Canada, some children evaded, or tried to evade, school and labour regulations to go to work outside the family. 48 A Cedar Cottage  man reported that in 1920, "at the start of the summer holidays my mother... heard  that [a downtown company]... wanted a delivery boy. It was ten dollars a week for  a 45-hour week. .. I gave my mother the ten dollars every Saturday and she'd give me SO cents spending money... and she bought my car tickets.... Well, at the end of August... that ten dollars was such a big help to my parents that I was told to keep the job." School authorities took no action in his case, probably because he turned IS toward the end of October. Another man explained that, in February of his Grade Eight year, at age 14, he went to work m a rope factory, where his first job was to "spool up wire onto bobbins.
In the early 1930s, when Phyllis McMillan of Aiyansh was 12 years old, she joined her family in seasonal work at Port Edward's North Pacific Cannery. Under the "Chinese contract system'', she was hired to "shoot cans" from the can runway into baskets and take them to the "hand fillers''. She worked 12 "very boring'' hours every day. "Our pay was eight cents an hour."
51
Although census figures report that more boys man girls entered full-time work before they legally were old enough to do so, die actual situation was probably the reverse. Both because of their superior home-making skills and the fact that boys could get paid work more easily and earn more than their sisters, girls rather than boys stayed home in cases of domestic necessity. These working girls tended to be invisible to census takers and truant officers. Older daughters of large families missed much or all of their schooling to help their busy or ailing mothers. Agatha Raso, bom in Italy in 1911, came to Canada in 1921, the oldest of six children. She "started to go to school a little bit" Soon, however, she "had to stay home and help my mother with the boarders. Believe me, I had only two years of education... I wanted to go to school, but I couldn't go. Some specified that the girls would "sleep out," while others, such as one for a "strong girl for scrubbing," would "sleep in. Of more than 40 such advertisements appearing in the Province on six different days during September and October, 1935,20 did not specify a rate of pay. 56 Of the rest, one offered $5.00 a month for a "young girl, mother's help; room and board," two others offered $8.00 a month for the same services, three offered $ 10.00 for "housework," five offered $12.00 or $12.50, seven offered $15.00, and one offered $20.00 a month. Given this range of rates, it seems most likely that only the least-experienced and under-aged would work for $5.00 to $8.00 a month.
Girls placed in foster homes by such agencies as the Children's Aid Society, and those assisting pregnant girls, often found themselves working especially hard. One boy reported that his parents acquired a 13 year-old "foster sister" for himself and his two brothers -aged 5,3, and 1 -who in fact became a full-time house servant and nanny. "She had an awful life, with real chores, hard work. My father never spoke to her and wouldn't even look at her." After she had given up her baby, a 13 year-old was placed in a home where the foster parents needed a lot of help "which at first she willingly gave. But as time went on [she] resented the household chores." 57 In another case, in her twelfth foster home, and one in which the pregnant foster mother had a 7 year-old step child, a 5 year-old step child, and a year-old infant of her own, the foster mother wanted the 13 year-old girl to be a "mother's helper," but the youngster "just did not see the work to be done. The end of die war, which also saw die introduction of family allowances, marked die end of full-time child labour as a widely-perceived social problem in Canada. In July 1945, die federal government sent out die first family-allowance cheques to mothers whose children were IS years old or younger. Since children working for wages or improperly absent from school were ineligible for family allowances, school attendance among older children improved markedly. In all of British Columbia, die 1951 census found only 437 boys and 70 girls under age 15 in full-time work. 61 The attention of society and school audiorities had shifted to school "drop-outs," a group made up of those who went to work, legally, before they completed high school. Nonetheless, school-attendance officers and social workers discovered a few children still worked virtually full-time, especially in domestic situations. A financially hard-up family in which bodi parents worked for wages often kept one of its three sons home from school to care for his four-year-old Child welfare workers expressed their concern «boat the long-term consequence to the tending of "children out to work, neither physically, emotionally nor mentally equipped to be permanent wage sister. In another case, a 12 year-old boy worked 25 to 30 hours a week helping his widowed mother with her small street-vending candy business. 64 After being reported for frequent absences from her Grade Six classroom, one girl poignantly described her family situation. "There was a new baby at Christmas time and 3 year-old twins. Her mother had been ill and she had to stay with the children while her mother went to die doctor... and did her shopping." When she did go to school, she found "a lot of work to do" when she came home. "She would like to go to bed at 8:30 but it is often 10:00 or 10:30 before she does ... [and] she has die responsibility of waking die family in die morning. Many such children unwillingly evaded school attendance legislation; by the 1940s and 1950s attending school for die required number of years had become so much a matter of social custom and of law, children themselves felt tiiat attending school was a necessary part of their lives. This "pale, thin, and worried-looking" girl, for example, didn't "want to fail as all her relatives have passed....
Why did children work? The answer to tiiis question is more complex than might be first apparent First, obviously, they worked because families, and especially modiers, needed their help. Virtually until die end of die study period, most working-class and many middle-class, families operated widtin extremely tight budgets. Continued solvency demanded a very cautious creation and husbanding of resources by means of die domestic labour of all family members. As well, in all but die most affluent households, which could hire help, a reasonable amount of domestic comfort also required a lot of work; inevitably, parents insisted tiiat their children share in this labour. Parents, of course, exercized almost-unlimited authority over their children and, bom unilaterally and with state support, die power to enforce this authority. In this context, children accepted household duties as a 'given' of their lives. As one woman put it "We always had tilings to do"; the sentiment was echoed by die man who reported: "Whatever there was to do, you did it." Second, parents of bom classes deeply distrusted idleness in their children, and were keen to keep them busy. Even those who did not believe literally tiiat "the devil found work for idle hands to do" did so figuratively. As one said, "There is nothing for nothing." Parents' own experience substantiated die cultural ideology: in their own childhoods they themselves had worked both inside and outside tiieir homes. Childcare experts and others in authority supported die conventional wisdom on die merits of chores. As one of die "Little Blue Books" argued, "children . clinic blamed "spoiling" at home for the poor performance of a Grade One pupil. "He has received no training at home in jobs and responsibility which indicates that he has had little encouragement to grow." 69 When an "incorrigible" 14 year-old boy's therapy sessions conflicted with his paper route, social workers "decided that the paper route was of more value than continued play therapy." John Calam's account of how, when he was newly-arrived in Canada from England in the early 1940s, he took on a paper route and bought the necessary bicycle on credit, amusingly highlights a common attitude. His Canadian uncle had to intercede with his father, who argued that "No son of mine is going to make it appear I don't support him." 71 To the uncle (and Canadian parents generally), to take on such a task showed that a child was sensitive to family needs and was helping out It also showed to Canadian parents (and their friends and neighbours) that their children had the required amount of Canadian "get up and go". As well, many working-class parents believed that their children had a duty to contribute to the family economy in partial repayment of costs the family incurred by rearing them. The matter-offact way in which children turned over most or all of their earnings to parents perhaps suggests that they, too, accepted the legitimacy of this notion.
If children worked because they had to, they also worked because they wanted to. Many felt they had a duty to contribute their share to family maintenance. A Halifax woman reported picking blueberries "all day" and feeling "pretty bedraggled by the end," but "You felt you were doing your part." One woman explained of her work helping her mother in the garden, and in canning, that "I really appreciated that cooperative spirit of doing something together. I really liked the family togetherness." A boy whose family was in dire straits "quit school in order to work and maintain his mother." 3 A10 year-old foster child, "exceeding anxious to please," insisted "on chopping wood and digging in the garden, etc." Adults who express resentment over burdens placed on them as children are usually those who believe their parents treated them unfairly by demanding contributions of time or effort that exceeded community norms. One man reported that he and his brother had to spend all their after school, weekend and summer vacation time working in their father's extensive garden. "We used to see the other kids go by and really hated our father for the way he kept us from ever playing with them." Making a contribution also added to children's sense of self-worth and gave them the feeling that they were moving toward independence. Thus children who ^Thompson, "Social Worker." 72. earned money, even if it went for family rather than personal purposes, could view their activities as a step in the process of freeing rJiemselves from the enormous power and authority of their parents. (Although in his pioneering study on the history of the family, Friedrich Engels noted that, in the family, "man ...the earner, the breadwinner of the family ... is the bourgeois, the wife represents the proletariat," a more accurate description would state that "the woman and their children" formed the proletariat in the family, or in modern terminology, that a patriarchal structure subordinated them both. ^ For example, the income of the boy who supported his family during the Depression with two and sometimes three newspaper routes, made him an important authority figure in the family, contemptuous of his unemployed father and, although fond of his mother, not above small displays of power over her as well. In a less-extreme way, those girls who did not have bicycles, unlike their delivery-boy brothers, were acutely conscious of their relative lack of power, and of the measure of freedom enjoyed by those with a "wheel". As one reported, "I threw the first tantrum I ever had when my brother got a bike when he became a delivery boy." standard of living, combined to reduce the role of children in the domestic economy and transformed their role in the family.
As it had throughout the 20th century, family size continued to decline in the postwar era. With fewer children to look after, mothers could devote more attention to the upbringing of each individual child, with less need to call on older siblings to look after younger ones. Smaller families, with children bom more closely together in time, also meant a shorter period of responsibility for the care of children. In working-class families particularly, as Jane Synge has explained, as children reached late childhood or adolescence, many women entered the part-time work force, and their earnings replaced, to a degree, what the family had forfeited when it allowed children to spend their part-time earnings on themselves.
A rising standard of living both in middle-class and working-class families permitted these people to take advantage of technological change which only the well-to-do previously had been able to afford. As families adopted electricity or gas for cooking, and gas or oil for home heating, the long connection between children and the provision of fuel came to an end. As the means of cleaning homes and clothing changed, children's work diminished much more than did that of mothers. For the latter, new "labour-saving" gadgets often encouraged them to set ever-higher standards for themselves. New standards in clothing cleanliness, however, did not call for daughters to carry water from stove to washtub, or to turn wringers. Refrigeration, both in the home and in the store, sharply reduced the number of shopping trips a family needed to make. The consolidation of shops into larger units that were further away from home shifted shopping duties from children to parents, and again especially to mothers. The automobile was central to this change, for families gradually came to convey the week's groceries home in the family car rather than in the baby buggy, wagon, or bicycle carrier. Increasing affluence, together with stricter enforcement of municipal bylaws, also cut back on urban family agricultural activities. Many families replaced the produce of their vegetable garden with the relatively inexpensive and more varied items from local and California farms. New housing on previously vacant land, together with more-vigorous enforcement of municipal health and zoning regulations, effectively eliminated all domestic animals except pets from the city.
The rising standard of living also reduced the family's need for the part-time income of their children. Most boys continued to find part-time work outside their home and, with a reduced load of domestic duties, more girls also worked at part-time jobs. The "consumer revolution" affected children as well as parents, expressing itself in the increasingly-felt need to conform to standards set by peers. While few youngsters achieved absolute freedom in the way they disposed of their earnings, as they took financial responsibility for some of their increasingly-varied number of children ever-born to ever-married women declined from 4. In both classes, some of the characteristics of traditional child labour persisted into the postwar era. Parents continued to need their children's help with many household tasks. Parents continued to believe that idleness was dangerous and that work built character. Mothers continued to find more for their daughters to do than for their sons. With the parental encouragement of their parents, children of both sexes found part-time work. Finally, both boys and girls continued to construct their adult identities in part through their work. Children of the 1950s, and even more recently, still found that they "had things to do."
